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Abstract

Single-shot spectrum measurements of the radiation
emitted by an electron bunch provide a novel way to
characterize the bunch shape. Shot noise fluctuations in
the longitudinal beam density result in radiation with a

spectrum that consists of spikes with width inversely
proportional to the bunch length. The variance of the
Fourier transform of the spectrum is proportional to the
convolution function of the beam current averaged over
many bunches. After the convolution function is found,
the phase retrieval technique can be applied to recover the
bunch shape. This technique has been used to analyse the
shape of the 4-ps-long bunches at the Low-Energy

Undulator Test Line at the Advanced Photon Source.

1 INTRODUCTION

Measurement of the longitudinal profile of a beam is an
important diagnostic tool for accelerators. For bunch
lengths in the range of picosecond, such measurements
can be done by a streak camera. Shorter bunches usually
require some kind of special techniques. It has been
recently proposed that longitudinal properties of an
electron bunch can be obtained through measurement of
the fluctuations of undulator radiation from the bunch [l].
First measurements of the single-shot spectra of the

undulator spontaneous emission at the Accelerator Test
Facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory (ATF/BNL)
with resolution required to demonstrate 100% fluctuations

of intensity were recently reported [2].
This report presents results of single-shot spectrum

measurements obtained at the Low-Energy Undulator Test
Line at the APS. The measurements repeat those made at

the ATF/BNL; however, data processing in the
experiment described here is expanded. The spectrum
intensity fluctuations are used not only for the bunch

length extraction but for reconstructing the detailed
longitudinal bunch profile.

This paper begins with a brief theoretical introduction.
Then it describes the bunch length extraction following
the ATF experiment. The rest of the paper is devoted to
the experiment~l recovering of the bunch profile.

Let us consider the ml~ri~scopic picture of the electron
beam current at the en[r.irwe into the undulator. The
electron bea,m current L(~II\Is[s ot’ electrons arriving at the
entl-~incc of [he undul:[h~r .~[w~me p:r[icular time f<:

k=l

where N is the number of electrons in a bunch. The

Fourier transform of the current and the electric field
emitted in the undulator can be written as

i(tO) = Jeim l(t)dt=-e.’jeimk ,
—m k=l

E(u) = e(m). ~eiuk , (1)
k

where e(o) is the Fourier transform of an individual
particle traveling through the undulator and is

proportional to sin( uq,)T/( IDq)T. The summation of
large numbers of exponential with different arguments
results in an appearance of sharp spikes in the E(O)

dependence. This leads to bunch-to-bunch fluctuations in
intensity of the incoherent radiation spectrum.

To extract the bunch length information from the

spectrum, one can calculate the second order correlation
of the Fourier harmonics ~(a):

~
“/ n,m. p.q

The second order is necessary because measurements

provide the spectrum of intensity. The beam current
averaged over many bunches can be written in the form

(1(1)) = -eNF(t),

where F(t) is the electron bunch form factor. For the case

N~F(oJ)l~<<1(which is true for our situation) the expression
for the correlation above can be simplified:

So the spectrum correlation is related to the square of the
Fourier transform of the bunch form factor. This formula
can be used to calculate the bunch length using the
correlation of the radiation spectrum.

2 SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS AND
BUNCH LENGTH EXTRACTION

R:ldiation spectra were measured using a high-

resolution spectrometer [3] \vith a cooled CCD im~ger.

which provides a resolution ot’ 0.4 .~ per pixel.
Nle;isurement c)F the single-shot spectrum is shcwn in

Figure I. The spectrn are comp{wed of spikes Of r:tndonl
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1.3 Undulator and Diagnostics System

In its present configuration the undulator system is
constructed of five cells each 2.7265 m in length. The
cells are made up of a fixed-gap undulator with
parameters listed in Table 3 [7]. We rely on the natural
focusing in the vertical direction to guide the electron
beam from one undulator cell to the next. To guide the
beam in the other plane, we use horizontally focusing
combined quadrupole/steering magnets located between
the undulator. Also located within these gaps are the
primary beam and light diagnostics [8]. This allows for
tune up of the beam and measurement of most of the
optical properties of the SASE light as a function of
distance along the undulator system, a key component in
verifying that indeed the signal is SASE.

Table 3: Undulator Parameters
Undulator Period [cm] 3.3
K 1 3.1

I Undulator Length [m] I 2.4

2 SASE MEASUREMENTS

Figure 1 shows results of measurements of the SASE
signal at 530 nm as a function of length along the
undulator system. In this experiment the beam was
generated using the photocathode rf gun system.
Sequential measurements at each diagnostics station were
made for a number of electron bunches. Shown are the
maximum of all measurements, the average of the top 570,

and the average of all measured intensity signals. The
intensity measured is an integration over all wavelengths,
angles, and the duration of the electron bunch,
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Figure 1: Radiated energy vs. distance traversed in the
undulator. Photocathode rf gun electron source.

Jitter was and continues to be a problem with the
photocathode rf gun system. Shot-to-shot trajectory errors
were enough to reduce the gain through the undulator

system to unity on some shots. Also, because our peak

current W3S reasonably high. control of wakefields within
the Iinac IS important in maintaining good emittance

properties. This is particularly true at the low-energy end
of the Iinac. The jitter proved, however, to make proper
control of wakefields a difilcult task. We are still
exploring the causes of this jittev the thermionic rf gun
does not suffer this problem.

Figure 2 shows data similar to that shown in Figure 1;
however, this time the beam was generated using the
thermionic H-gun system. As compared with the
photocathode rf gun, shot-to-shot jitter was negligible.
With this elecmon source the intensity signal is also an
integral over the entire 23-bunch train of any one linac
cycle.

Electron bunches from the thermionic rf gun were
optimally compressed by the alpha magnet by observing
signals generated off a coherent transition radiation bunch
length monitor [9]. Reconstruction of the longitudinal
bunch profile was performed with the FWHM result
tabulated in Table 2.
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Figure 2: Radiated energy vs. distance traversed in the

undulator. Thermionic rf gun electron source.

3 ANALYSIS

3.1 Gain Length

In a SASE FEL, the Fourier harmonics of the beam
current 10 (s, z) grow exponentially with position along

the undulator z
l.(s, z)= exp(gz) .

Here, co is the Fourier frequency and s is the position
along the bunch. Near the optimal frequency COOat the
point so within the bunch, where the longitudinal particle
density is maximal, the factor g reaches a maximum and
therefore can be represented in the form:

g=+~-a(a-oo)’-b(s-so)’],
g

where L~ is the power gain length at the optimal

frequency and peak current. and a and b are constants.
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Integrating over all frequencies, the bunch length, and
along &e tra~ectory one finds the radiated energy W

The results of fitting a function of the form

A (L: /z)exp (Z/Lg ) witi two pmaeters (A and Lg) are

presented in Table 4 for both cases. photocathode and
thermionic rf guns. The average of the intensity signal
from the top 5% measured were used in the analysis of
the photocathode rf gun da~, whereas, for the thermionic
H gun, the average for ~1 the da~ w.= used in tie

analysis. More detaiis can be found in reference [10].

Table 4: Fitted Gain Len th Parameters

~

The gain length, using the “most probable” values of the
photocathode rf gun beam as listed in Table 1 and
calculated by M. Xie’s parametenzation [11], is 0.7 m.
The source of discrepancy between theory and the
experimental is not known; however, it could be due to a
number of reasons. For instance, the uncertainty in the
measurements of enera~ spread and average beta
function, in particular within the undulator, can lead to
such a substantial increase in the gain length.

Similarly one can calculate the expected gain lengths
when using beam from the thermionic rf gun. The “most
probable” values from Table 2 predict a gain length of 1.0
m. A more complete Monte Carlo analysis using
normalized three-point estimates based on the beam
parameters listed in the table predicts a most probable
gain length of 1.1 m with a distribution width of ~ 0.2 m.

It is interesting to note that the bunch length
reconstruction shows a sharp, high-current spike at the
head with a trailing broad shoulder. Also, at 530 nm the
FWHM length corresponds to roughly 200 optical period.
This complicates the interpretation of the results.

3.2 Shot-to-Shot Noise

A characteristic feature of the SASE light is the
inherent shot noise. In the case of operations with the
photocathode beam, shot-to-shot trajectory jitter through
the undulatory is believed to be the cause of significantly
more intensity jitter than expected from the predicted shot
noise. Therefore, it has not then been possible to assign
error bars significant and meaningful to the stochastic
nature of the SASE process.

Beam from the thermionic rf gun was much more

stable. Error bars shown in Figure 2 indicate the rrns

spread in che gathered data. Preliminary analysis indicates

that the noise is larger than can be explained by S.ASE.
This is not surprising given the sensitivity of’ the yin

length on the various beam parameters and other details
such as the very non-Gaussian longitudinal profile of the
thermionic rf gun.

4 SUMMARY

Theexponential growth of the optical signal versus the
undulator length in the SASE FEL has been explicitly
demons~ated at 530 nm. An effective gain length of
about 1.5 m was measured using a photocathode rf gun
and 1.1 m using a thermionic rf gun as the source.

Due to jitter of the beam from the photocathode rf gun
it is not yet possible for us to measure all electron beam
properties whale we are measuring the 530-nm signal.
This presently prevents us from making an exact one-to-
one correspondence between theory and the measured
results using this electron beam source; however,
measured and predicted gain lengths using the thermionic
rf gun as a beam source are in good agreement.
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